Sleeping Kitty Blank Book Lined 8.5 X 11: 8.5 By 11 Inch Lined Blank Book Suitable As A Journal, Notebook, Or Diary With A Cover Photo Of A Happily ... Feline Leukemia. (Cats Of Ralphie's Retreat)
**Synopsis**

8.5 by 11 inch lined blank book suitable as a journal, notebook, or diary with a cover photo of a happily sleeping cat from Ralphie's Retreat - A pawsitive alternative for cats with feline leukemia. A portion of the proceeds will go to support Ralphie's Retreat www.ralphiesretreat.org.
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**Customer Reviews**

simple journal, no defects. Received promptly and on time. Great gift for cat lovers and the budding writers. Journal exactly fits description.

How could you not love this?
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